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The Vans Triple Crown of Surfing
Thirty Years of the Real Thing
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This winter, on the wave-rich and naturally raw North Shore of O‘ahu, the Vans Triple Crown of Surfing will notch up its
30th season as the most challenging and prestigious series in professional surfing, crowning the sport’s ultimate event, series
and World Tour champions. The three jewels of the Triple Crown—the Reef Hawaiian Pro at Hale‘iwa, the Vans World Cup
of Surfing at Sunset Beach and the Billabong Pipe Masters at the Banzai Pipeline—set the bar for the sport year after year.
These events define progressive surfing as they challenge the world’s leading surfers in the ultimate competitive arena.
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The North Shore is esteemed for its powerful and dangerous surf. Its waves are the most challenging in the world, luring
surfers with ecstatic rewards, but not without the threat of ultimate risk and hefty consequences. The Vans Triple Crown of
Surfing has been the divining rod of generations of surfers, crowning the champions and elevating the sport’s heroes. It is
the yardstick against which all surfers and pro surfing events are measured.

30 Years of Triple Crown of Surfing Art

l2012 Photos: Divine, Rowland, Davey, Russo, l2011 Troy Carney, l2010 Chris Lundy,
l2009 Steven Power, l2008 Kelsey Brooks, l2007 Blaine Fontana, l2006 David Lloyd,
l2005 Wolfgang Block, l2004 Ichiro Tsutsui, l2003 Steven Power, l2002 Robert
Healey, l2001 Beverly Cablayan, l2000 Marco Almera, l1999 Juno Galang, l1998 Rick
Rietveld, l1997 Steven Power, l1996 Eric Diamond, l1995 John Severson, l1994 Bill
Ogden, l1993 Art: Terry Lamb, Photos: Bernie Baker, l1992 Ken Auster, l1991 Wyland,
l1990 Christian Lassen, l1989 Ron Crocci, l1988 Chris Lundy, l1987 Don King,
l1986 Ken Auster, l1985 Ken Auster, l1984 Charlie Valoroso, l1983 Charlie Valoroso
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For six weeks every November and December, surfers make the trek to O‘ahu to test their mettle along the Seven Mile
Miracle while hungry local surfers arise to challenge the established guard with their homegrown intimate knowledge of the
breaks and ocean conditions. This combination of talent and a fluid playing field, famous for its perfect waves as it is for the
severe physical punishment it can deliver, creates an annual drama unmatched in professional sports. So intense is the stage
that only 13 surfers have claimed the Vans Triple Crown Champion title since its inception, some going on to win multiple
years, others happily retiring with just one notch on the belt.
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Seeinganopportunitytoelevateprofessionalsurfingandacknowledge
and reward Hawai‘i’s competitive surfers, Hemmings founded the
Triple Crown of Surfing. The mini-series linked together The Duke,
the World Cup of Surfing and the Pipe Masters and tallied the surfers’
accumulated points over the three events to name the best overall
competitive surfer as Triple Crown Champion. With the help of
Randy Rarick, Bernie Baker, Jack Shipley and Bob Lundy, the Triple
Crown of Surfing first ran in 1983, with iconic North Shore charger
Michael Ho wearing the first inaugural crown.
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The 30-year legacy of the Vans Triple Crown of Surfing is essentially
the history of modern-day surfing. When the ASP World Tour came
into being in 1982, founded by outspoken Australian surf contest
promoter and professional surfer Ian Cairns, he jockeyed successfully
to move the final leg of the title hunt from Hawai‘i to Australia. Fred
Hemmings, who had been organizing and running professional surf
events on the North Shore since the mid-1970s, namely the Duke
Kahanamoku Invitational, the World Cup of Surfing and the Pipe
Masters, understood the importance of a title race in Hawai‘i for the
overall success of the fledgling professional sport. Hemmings knew
that nowhere else in the world could offer the consistency, power
and perfection of surf, or the high-stakes drama that allowed for the
ultimate progression of the athletes and the evolution of the sport.

Photo: Bernie Baker

After gaining momentum over the next few years, showcasing the
upper echelon of professional surfing, ASP executives brought the
end of the World Tour competitive season, and the title race, back to
Hawai‘i. With the Triple Crown firmly in place as the culmination of
the World Tour and its own coveted title, Hemmings stepped away
from contest directing to pursue a career in politics. Randy Rarick
took the helm as executive director, a role he still holds to this day.
6
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The Vans Triple Crown of Surfing has been the nucleus of the evolution of surfing that has
taken us from Triple Crown Champion Michael Ho in 1983, to world dominator Kelly Slater,
and now the current Triple Crown Champion, 20-year-old John John Florence. When Ho was
champion and for a decade thereafter, Sunset Beach stood as surfing’s “Mount Everest,” and
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Growing up requires adaptability and change to stay current and cutting-edge. Spanning three
decades, the Triple Crown of Surfing, as well as the sport and industry of surfing, has seen its
share of changes, in and out of the water. Short and tight boardshorts got longer and baggier
over the years, only to shrink back above the knee; neon colors and angular airbrushes were
toned down in the ’90s, just to be resurrected once again on both boards and apparel; surfboard design, materials and fin set-ups continue to evolve; the infrastructure andTriple Crown
staff is now a multi-generational community in itself; and media coverage has leaped from a
few color pages in surf magazines distributed months after the event, to a live global streaming
webcast that reaches millions, delivering the thrills and spills of every single tube ride, aerial and
wipeout.

power-infused carving turns were the hallmark of progression. But in the early ’90s, a young
and talented Floridian surfer named Kelly Slater shifted the focus from the distant deep-water
lineup of Sunset to the near-shore and camera-friendly stretch of waves that included Rocky
Point, Off The Wall, and Backdoor Pipe. Riding shorter, thinner boards, Slater and his peers
captivated their generation. Fueled by an equally talented rival in Andy Irons, the pair combined
power surfing with fluid styles and flawless tube riding.
Fast-forward to 2012 and the North Shore’s own John John Florence is leading the next
generation.With his diverse skill set and intimate knowledge of every rideable wave within the
Seven Mile Miracle, he consistently delivers through his innate understanding of the intricacies
at all three venues.
More than ever, the surfer who emerges as the Vans Triple Crown Champion will stand as the
most diversely talented and complete surfer on the planet. He will excel at the high performance, above-the-lip platform of Hale‘iwa, deliver fearless power at the vast, mountainous
lineup of Sunset and commit to the reef rearing, heaving barrels of Pipeline. With a complete
repertoire of surfing to suit all conditions—airs, power surfing, hacks, gouges and backside
barrel riding—the world’s best surfers will tackle the world’s best waves during the Vans Triple
Crown of Surfing.
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JOHN JOHN

FLORENCE
2011 Champion

I’ve been lucky, growing up right on the beach at Pipe. Every year the whole
surfing world comes to town and I’ve been watching and learning from that
ever since I was little and it’s helped me out a lot. One memory that sticks
out is Pat O’Connell getting a perfect 10 at Backdoor in the Pipe Masters.
That was when I was really little. I think I was probably about eight years
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If you’re on tour, the ultimate goal is to win a World Title, but then my ultimate goal
is to win Pipe. So that’s what’s really in the back of my mind. I really want to win Pipe.
The Pipe Masters is what I grew up watching. If I win that event, I’ll be content.

Photo: ©ASP/Kirstin

JohnJohnFlorenceisaPipelineprodigy.GrowingupontheNorthShore,juststeps
awayfromtheiconicwaveandimmersedinsurfculturehisentirelife,JohnJohnhas
beengroomedforsurfingsuccessandgettingbarreledatPipelineisnowhislife’swork.
TheyoungesteverVansTripleCrownofSurfingChampion,JohnJohntookthetrophy
in2011atage19,andnowleadsanewgenerationofprofessionalsurferswhoare
redefining progressive surfing in the most challenging waves in the world.
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old and I remember being in the Johnson’s yard and Pat just getting this crazy, long barrel.
And when Shea Lopez broke his leg, I was right there at the Vans house watching. That
was heavy.
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I used to be the grom that was going across the street to the school so I could get autographs from the surfers on the annual surfer night. When the contest was on, I used to
sit all day watching guys like Slater and Andy battling it out. Then there are all the crazy
heats that have happened and the world title moments. Growing up and seeing all that
and actually being a part of it when I was really young, and then surfing it over and over
and finally winning it last year, that’s been a crazy, crazy, build up. There was a lot that
happened building up to that moment, and then all of sudden I was winning it—it seems
like the time has passed so fast.
I was 11 or 12 when I got into the Pipe Masters. I remember the waves being gigantic. It
felt like they were breaking all the way out to sea. It was so big and scary, but definitely a
good experience. I’d surfed it that big before, but I think that day it was almost too big.
There were a lot of wash through sets. And for me there was a lot going on, everything
from being nervous, the pressure of being in a heat, all the people watching on the beach,
the waves being giant—I was pretty scared.
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JOEL
PARKINSON
2008, 2009, 2010 Champion

AustralianWorldToursurferJoelParkinsonhasbeentravelingtotheNorthShorefornearlytwodecades,hisintimateknowledgeof
thethreeTripleCrownvenuesapparentinhispodiumappearances:oneReefHawaiianProcrown,threeVansWorldCupofSurfing
crownsandthreeoverallserieschampioncrowns.MixingasmoothstylewithprogressivesurfingfromSunsettoPipeline,Parkinson
remains a lethal Triple Crown title contender.

Photo: ©ASP/Rowland

I started going to the North Shore when I was 14 and it took me at least a decade to find my feet, and then to find
the right way to compete is even harder. You learn to surf waves, but then you’ve got to learn to compete. Finding
two good waves in 30 minutes is the trickiest part. It’s a lot easier for guys who grow up there and feel comfortable
at home. If you just enjoy the North Shore, enjoy surfing the waves, it makes it a lot easier to be comfortable there.
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I’ve always looked up to Tom Carroll. The way he took it on was like no other Aussie before. But Sunny is still the
all-time to me. He’s so consistently good. When he was on fire he won three Triple Crown Titles in a row—he was
untouchable.
There was one year at Hale‘iwa that was gargantuan, scary. You could see a left coming from outside Avalanche,
coming across the channel. You’d almost want to start paddling for the shore because you had no chance. I remember standing my ground, sitting on my board thinking, I know this thing is going to clean me up, but I’m kind of out
far enough. There was a closeout of 15-foot whitewater and I just started scratching for the beach. I threw my board
and got annihilated and pushed over towards the harbor. Sunny got sucked out to sea and was on the buoy. The ski
didn’t find him for ages and he was out there hanging onto the channel marker. That was just crazy survival.
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BEDE
DURBIDGE
2007 Champion

BedeDurbidgeisoneofprosurfing’sbig-buildbreedwhofindsthepoweroftheNorthShore’ssurftohisliking.HailingfromNorthStradbrokeIslandinQueensland,Australia,hisVansTripleCrownofSurfingtitlein2007essentially
launchedhisprofessionalcareer.Versatileinarangeofconditions,BedeisalsoaPipeMastersChampionandeverthethreat
in Hawai‘i.

Being a bigger guy and basing my surfing around power surfing, surfing Hale‘iwa and Sunset are definitely
my strengths. Over the years I’ve felt a lot more comfortable at Pipe and had some success there. Being able
to surf those waves with my power has been an advantage, as well as being a confident surfer in big waves.
I hope to see the Triple Crown around forever and I’m sure it’s going to be because all the surfers want it
and the public wants to see it. It’s in such great waves. John John winning last year, the next generation and
the surfing they’re doing is crazy, so I can see it being around for a long time. It’s the pinnacle of the sport.
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When I think of the Triple Crown, I think of Andy Irons. He was winning all the
years that I first started doing it and he’s won at all the venues. That’s pretty special.
Andy was smashing every event and was so dominant at every spot. He was the first
person you thought would win, especially at Pipe.
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ANDY
IRONS

Kaua‘ibornAndyIronsisaniconinthesportofprofessionalsurfing:fourtimeTripleCrownChampion,three-timeASPWorldTourChampionand
four-timePipeMastersChampion.Hesurfedfast,aggressivelyandpowerfully,
temperedwithstyleandcontrol.HisrivalrywithKellySlaterproducedmany
ofcompetitivesurfing’smostdramaticmomentsinhistory,withreputationand
accoladescementedontheNorthShore.Andypassedawayin2010,yetwill
remain a surfing inspiration for generations to come.

2002, 2003, 2005, 2006 Champion

“Andy was one of the few people who hated losing more than I
do. You mix in that kind of drive and talent and it’s dangerous.
Andy took chances in the water and that’s what made him so much
fun to watch. Whenever he was surfing, you just had to watch to
see what he was going to do. He was truly an incredible surfer.”
—Sunny Garcia
“He’s one of the heroes I looked up to. His surfing was the best
surfing I’d ever seen on the North Shore. Every time he paddled
out, people would watch him more than trying to catch their own
waves. He had that presence and he had the gift of getting the best
20

waves of the day. Making a final at Sunset with him and standing on the stage with him was a
moment I won’t forget.” —Bede Durbidge

Andy is the ultimateTriple Crown Champion. Dramatically, he brought excitement to
the surfing world. He was always a threat at Pipe—big, small, treacherous, whatever,
he was the guy that stood out. He was so good at all three events.
—Kaipo Jaquias
“Andy was a very rare individual and there are few in the world. There are unique moments in
our surfing history and Andy fulfilled quite a few of those with ease. I really admired him in
how he competed. I understood the hardships he had behind it. He would have kept winning.
He had so much aloha. Everybody loved him. I had a chance to compete against him, but
never beat him. We still remember his smile and aloha.” —Gary Elkerton
“Andy surfing at Hale‘iwa when it was big was unbelievable. He’d attack the lip at eight to ten
feet like it was a three-foot day.” —Joel Parkinson
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MYLES
PADACA
2001 Champion

MylesPadaca’sTripleCrownTitlein2001,andWorldCupofSurfingcrownatSunsetBeachthatsameyear,
wasthepinnacleofPadaca’sprofessionalsurfingcareer.IntakingtheTripleCrownChampiontitle,thelocalboydarkhorseupsetthelikesoftitlefavoritesincludingSunnyGarcia,KellySlaterandJohnnyBoyGomes,
well worthy of lifetime bragging rights and his name etched in Triple Crown history.

Photo: Bernie Baker

Winning the World Cup of Surfing in front of the best surfers in the world and doing it the
last time it was a WCT event at Sunset, that’s pretty special. Standing on the podium meant a
lot to me after all the years, hard yards and blood, sweat and tears spent on that reef.

There’s not another series like this in the world, in life-threatening waves, where you really have
to push your body and your mind to the limit. Winning the Triple Crown puts you in a different
league. For a Hawaiian surfer, it’s better than winning a World Title.
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Hailing from the Big Island, the North Shore seemed like a world apart. I was going to U.H. at
Hilo at the time and in 1992 I decided to move to the North Shore to surf professionally, to put
100 percent into it. I lived out of a closet, ate whatever to get by, and started the training to gain
the knowledge at the different locations. It takes a lot of time to get familiar and comfortable.
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MIKE
ROMMELSE
1997 Champion

AustraliansurferMikeRommelse’saffinityandknowledgeforthesurfatSunsetBeachsuitedhispowerful,technically
cleanstyleandtranslatedintoawinatthesecondjeweloftheTripleCrownin1997.Anunderstatedcharger,Mike’sconsistencythroughouttheserieswaskeytohisTripleCrownofSurfingChampiontitle.HavinggrownupontheNorthern
BeachesofSydney,Australia,inthefootstepsofguyslikeTomCarroll,Rommelsehadtheperfecttraininggroundand
role model to follow.

Photo: ©joliphotos.com

Tom Carroll was the man in his era. He was charging harder and doing bigger turns on bigger waves than
anyone, really setting the standard in Hawai‘i for generations to follow.
Hale‘iwa is a really high performance wave and over the years I had some great surfs there and some really challenging heats when it was massive, too. Pipe is the most intense and crowded wave on the North
Shore, but Sunset was my favorite of the three waves for the Triple Crown. I just seemed to click with
Sunset. I always liked the challenge of surfing Sunset in all its moods and got plenty of waves out there,
too. Putting lots of time in the water and watching other guys surfing is always an advantage.
I’m always in awe of the North Shore—it’s beauty, it’s power, the local people and the visiting surfers
charging at every break. It takes a while for it all to sink in and become reality. Just hitting the water and
paddling out at Pipe and Sunset is a thrill even before getting a wave.
26
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KAIPO
JAQUIAS
1996 Champion

Any athlete wants to come out leading from the starting gate. A good start in the Triple Crown gives you
motivation and momentum to put together all the elements. It’s not a basketball court that doesn’t move.
Everything changes and you have to adjust to Mother Nature.

Photo: Gordinho

My greatest moment was at Hale‘iwa against Pancho Sullivan the year I won the Triple Crown. He got a
10 at the start of the heat and I got put to the test to see what I had in me to come back after my opponent posted a perfect score. I ended up winning and that gave me the confidence to win theTriple Crown
that year. I won Hale‘iwa, then got to the quarters at Sunset, and lost to Sunny at Pipeline in the semis.

Photo: Gordinho

Kaua‘isurferandjourneymancompetitorKaipoJaquiashasbeencomingtotheNorthShoreofO‘ahureligiouslyevery
wintersincehewas16yearsold.Apowersurferwithdeterminationandfocus,KaipowontheHawaiianProatHale‘iwa
in 1996, and with consistent results at Sunset and Pipe, went on to become the Triple Crown Champion.

The ocean is so treacherous on the North Shore, so to stand out, to be part of it, you’ve got to throw
yourself over the ledge. You have to prove that you want to be part of the game. You have to put in the
time and do your homework. Nowadays there’s a lot more guys pushing the envelope.
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KELLY
SLATER
1995, 1998 Champion

At14yearsofage,ayoung,starry-eyedKellySlatersetfootontheNorthShoreforthefirsttime.Hispassionforthesportcombined
withhisraw,unmatchedtalentsawKellyexcelinthepowerfulsurfandhiscomfortandpenchantformaxingPipelineandBackdoor
hasledtosixPipeMastersChampionshiptitles,twoTripleCrownofSurfingChampionshiptitles,doubledigitworldtitlesandoneof
themostdramaticrivalriesinsurfinghistory.Kelly’scompetitivedominanceontheNorthShorespansanunmatchedtwodecades…and
counting.
When I first made it to the North Shore, I was blown away that the waves were all so close together and there was so
much variety. The power and speed of the waves really caught me off guard. Once I had a couple years competing
and some big waves under my belt, when I was around 20 years old, I really started to feel comfortable.

Photo: Sean Davey

To be a Vans Triple Crown Champion, it takes being ready for anything and comfortable in it all.
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In the 30 years of the Triple Crown, Michael Ho winning Pipe on his backhand grabbing the rail in the barrel or
Tom Carroll just playing with Pipeline just defines the legacy of the Triple Crown.
Sunny has to be the ultimate Vans Triple Crown Champion for his overall number of wins. John John may be the
next to win all three events (maybe not same year) in the foreseeable future.
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1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2004 Champion

I really looked up to Dane Kealoha. He was always my favorite surfer. As a kid, I
remember thinking he was just such an intense surfer and every time he got in the
lineup he was full on. He was so powerful. When I was 10, I started riding for Town
& Country and at that time Dane and a bunch of the boys were riding for them, too.
So it was great hanging out with the boys that I looked up to so much growing up.
It takes total commitment to become a Triple Crown Champion. You’ve got to put
in the time. Most of the past champions will come into the North Shore early and
leave late in the season. It’s all about putting in the time and doing the work. I hate
to use Kelly as an example—he’s one of my good friends, but everyone always looks
to him—but he’s put in the time and that’s why he’s been so successful in Hawai‘i. I
mean, he’s from Florida and he’s always one of the best surfers out there. That’s not
a coincidence. From when he was way younger, he was on the North Shore paying
his dues at Sunset, Pipe, Hale‘iwa and the outer reefs. I think he knows his way
around there better than a lot of the locals.
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SUNNY
GARCIA

SunnyGarciaispassionate,vocalandoneofthemostpowerfulandconsistentlyappliedsurfersin
theworld.LikeKellySlater,Sunnystayedcurrentandathreatformorethan20years.Hailing
fromWai‘anaeonO‘ahu’sleewardcoast,Sunnyhaseveryounceoftalenttobackuphisattitude
withmoreTripleCrownChampionshiptitlesthananyotherprofessionalsurfer.AnASPWorld
TourChampionaswell,SunnyistheflagbearerforHawai‘isurfers,unitingtheirsenseofpride
for the sport of surfing.

I think the best moment in the Triple Crown happened at the Pipe Masters
back in 2006 when Andy and Kelly were going back and forth in the final.
I think the lead switched every set and Kelly had the lead over Andy in the
last few minutes. At that point, it was already an amazing heat, but then a
set came in at Backdoor and Andy snuck in underneath Kelly and dropped
a 10 to take the win. That was one of the best heats ever.
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TOM
CARROLL
1991 Champion

There’sareasonTomCarroll’snicknameisTommyGun.Hiscompact,rapidfireandpowerfulsurfingpunctuatedageneration.HewasoneofthebestbackhandsurfersatSunsetBeachandhisfronthandattackatPipelineislegendary.Atwo-time
world champion, Tom Carroll won the Triple Crown in 1991.
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I didn’t find my feet on the North Shore until the mid ’80s when I met a few of the hardcore North Shore
guys. I was really accepted as a little haole at the time. I think I was just that small, I wasn’t threatening at
all, and I could surf a bit so I was OK. Dane, Michael Ho, they were really welcoming to me, “inviting me
through the door.”
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Sunset is iconic in my mind. I had watched it ever since I was a kid—BK bottom turns and Billy Hamilton
cutbacks. When I got to the North Shore, it was all about Sunset. Pipeline was going to come. To win at
Sunset against Mark Richards in 1982 was a really big moment for me. I beat the reigning World Champion
on my backside when no one had won Sunset on their backside before. I was breaking ground. It’s a super
challenging wave to understand it properly, to figure it out and to ride it well.

Let’s hope the Triple Crown can grow and strengthen. It still holds a lot of weight and I don’t think anything will rival the North Shore in winter. It certainly has the culture, the challenge and the availability of
big waves, knowing the energy is going to be there those months. All young kids know that Hawai‘i is the
place. You’re talking about all this rich history, rich stories that will stand the test of time. The whole world
is seeing it now and nothing will rival that. If we could get a world tour event at Sunset Beach that will give
us the ultimate.
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GARY
ELKERTON

GaryElkertongoesbyaslewofnicknames—Elko,Kong—butnoneismore
fittingthanMr.Sunset.Elkerton’spassionforSunsetBeach,hisstature,surf
styleandequipmentperfectlycomplimentedSunset’spowerfulopen-facewaves,
leadingtohisriseinthe’80sasthebestsurfertorideSunsetBeach.HisperformancesatSunsetcontinuetobethebenchmarkinthemoderncompetitiveera.

1987, 1989 Champion

Sunset is the wave in Hawai‘i. I don’t believe Pipe is, personally. I
think Pipe’s quite an easy place compared to Sunset. But they're all
very unique spots. You have to have the right equipment, the right
mindset, and positioning and timing. Every single place has a very
precise lineup, swell direction and interval, which make them break
a certain place at a certain time and I was aware I had to have that
down pat from my earlier, long stays I put in there. Sunset is very
close to me. It really is the hardest place to master in the world,
without a doubt. I’m honored because there have only been three
people in the world called Mr. Sunset: BK, Jeff Hakman and myself.
It’s a hard road to get that place down. Through the late ’80s and
early ’90s I probably ruled the spot and I’m very honored.
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John Florence is the ultimate Triple Crown
Champion. I think he’s every grain of sand
at Pipe and Sunset. He’s walked that beach,
grown up there and watched all of us do
it. I think what he’s flying the flag for right
now, for Hawai‘i, is exceptional. And when
it’s on in Hawai‘i, he’s unstoppable.”

Photo: Gordinho

I did maybe fours years in Hawai‘i before I put on a contest jersey.
We used to stay for three or four months and we hung out with the
local crew. Because we weren’t doing the contests we were really
accepted by the locals. I didn’t have the boards the first year, but
then the second year, being under the wing of the Hawaiians, it was
a beautiful thing, and I started to get a hold on Sunset and Pipe. It’s
not an easy place to master. I think a lot of guys now underestimate
it. Going there for such a short period of time doesn’t allow you to
experience the whole power of the place in every way.
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DEREK
HO

1984, 1986, 1988, 1990 Champion
FollowinginthestepsoftrailblazingPipelinesurferGerryLopez,therelationshipDerekHodevelopedwith
Pipelinebecameamarriageonanextendedhoneymoon.Derek’sfearlessapproachandfinesseinthebarreldefined
thepinnacleofPipelinesurfinginthe1980s.Combinedwithhislocalknowledgeofallthreebreaks,Derekwasa
TripleCrowntitlecontenderfornearlyadecade,amassingfourTripleCrownChampiontitlesduringhisreign.
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Winning my first Triple Crown was obviously amazing. I never even thought that would be possible. I remember being a kid playing in the sand watching Michael surf, but it seems like it was
just a few years later when I won mine, so I guess I must have progressed pretty quickly. But also,
my last Triple Crown Title in 1990 was the year that Ronnie Burns, a good friend of mine, passed
away. So to win that year felt pretty special.
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I don’t want to sound like I’m too biased, well maybe I am, but my brother, Michael, is the ultimate
Triple Crown Champion. The fact that we were able to go back and forth and compete together
was really amazing. He was such a great competitor and really went for it. I mean, he had three
World Cups in a row at Hale‘iwa. He’s the man. He’s such a good surfer and I’ll never forget that
heat where he was pulling in at Pipe with a broken arm. That was pretty legendary.
Pipeline is the spot because it gives you an opportunity to surf on both your forehand and backhand. You have good waves at Backdoor where you can display one side of your surfing, and then
you have Pipe where you can show your other side. Pipeline’s so crowded and it can be hard to get
waves, but if you’ve got a Triple Crown win, it makes it a little easier.
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MICHAEL
HO
1983, 1985 Champion

MichaelHoisanall-outsurfinglegendontheNorthShore.AdominantforceatSunsetBeachwhilehisbrotherwas
pullinginatPipe,Michaelwasadaptabletovaryingconditions,afactexemplifiedbyhiswinattheinauguralTriple
CrownofSurfingin1983withacastonhisrightwrist.Heisalsorecognizedforpioneeringthe“pigdog”tuberiding
technique that remains a key skill of every accomplished surfer’s arsenal.

I really looked up to Gerry Lopez and Jeff Hakman growing up. Jeff was the
man out at Sunset and Gerry has always been amazing to watch at Pipeline.

At first, I’d have to say Sunny is the ultimate Triple Crown Champion, cause he has so many wins.
But then I’d say Andy, because he always looked so in control out there when it was so heavy. But if I
can be honest, I’m going to go with my brother, Derek. He was my favorite surfer to watch for a few
obvious reasons, but more than that, he was just a great surfer and really stood out at all of the events.
Why, who did he say?
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Pipe can be 12-foot one year, and two-foot Backdoor the next. It’s always changing and you really have
to be able to do well in every type of surf, in every type of condition the North Shore has to offer.
In my eyes, it’s the best measure of a surfer. As far as what kind of personal traits it takes to win out
there, you have to be really determined and you can’t look at the big picture when you’re competing.
It’s all about surfing the heat in front of you. I’m not sure anyone else will say this, but I never once
entered the Triple Crown expecting to win the whole thing. I would surf in Hale‘iwa and if I did well
there and then did well at Sunset, I’d start to think about the possibilities of winning the title—but only
then. Never once did I start out trying to win the whole thing.
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“When you’re in the lineup watching sets come from Avalanche and reforming at Hale‘iwa, you’ve
got to really take your mind and put it in your pocket when it’s like that. Hale‘iwa is a serious
wave when it’s on and it’s big and west. Those are the days when a lot of guys go to Sunset and
Pipe. Very few would challenge Hale‘iwa. Rabbit took me down there a few times and it scared
the bejesus out of me! It’s a wave to be reckoned with. You’ve got to have everything down pat
to be right. It’s got so much rip pulling you out to sea and once you get past the takeoff spot the
only way back in is to get annihilated back to shore and start again.” —Gary Elkerton

Ali‘i Beach, at the end of Historic Hale‘iwa Town, is home to the Reef Hawaiian Pro, the first stop of the
Vans Triple Crown of Surfing. This technical and powerful right-hander is the ultimate venue for surfers to
transition to the mid-winter power of the North Shore. It is a slab of sharp reef that exhibits characteristics
of Sunset Beach and Pipeline, but with a few challenges of its own.
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Much like the raging ocean currents that sweep across Sunset Point, Hale‘iwa is famous for a strong rip that
keeps surfers paddling fervently just to stay in position for the waves. With big open faces and a fast bowling
section, Hale‘iwa also offers the potential for surfers to showcase the most progressive above-the-lip aerial
surfing.
Hale‘iwa is undoubtedly the genesis of surfing’s greats on the North Shore. With its playful shorebreak and
annual menehune contest, almost every homegrown Hawai‘i surfer can trace their involvement in the sport to
a humble beginning at Ali‘i Beach. This wave is a right of passage and the perfect training ground for charging the North Shore’s heavy, intimidating and extra-large surf. Hale‘iwa can hold its own when the surf gets
huge and this big-wave seasoning is a home-court advantage for local surfers looking to post a big result and
gain precious momentum going into the next two events.
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“Sunset is one of my most favorite events. I love the football field size and the feel of the
wave. I love how hard it is to ride. It’s such a challenge. It’s a wave that you feel like you
don’t really ride it, it rides you, like it’s open-ocean surfing. You can really see who can
surf a big board, who can get themselves around the lineup and into the right spot. And
picking the right wave at Sunset is the hardest thing. When you do get on them, they’re
unreal, but if you get on the wrong one it can take 10 minutes to get back out and the
heat can be gone.” —Joel Parkinson
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The second stop in the Vans Triple Crown of Surfing, the Vans World Cup of Surfing at Sunset Beach, is a
test of a surfer’s strength, stamina, courage, skill and vast ocean knowledge. Sunset has long been regarded as
the ultimate competitive test, being the most challenging wave in the world.The long right walls break at the
top of Sunset Point and make their way into the cove toward Sunset’s infamousWest Bowl, where the bottom
of the wave drops out and the Pacific Ocean seems to converge and heave over the reef in wide, gaping and
warping barrels. If waves are a surfer’s canvas, then Sunset is a full-scale high-rise mural.
Without fail, year after year, Sunset showcases the sheer force of Mother Nature, drawing in the Pacific
Ocean’s energy from more than 1,000 miles away. Paddling the heftiest of their surfboard quiver, competitors
must commit to literal mountains of water as much as 30 feet high and 50 feet thick, covering a distance of
more than 100 yards. The task is no small feat and gives status to those willing to put themselves in the right
place at the right time to ride a monster. Covering such a large, fluid area, Sunset is notorious for closeout sets
thatwashthroughthecontestareaandpummelcompetitorscaughtinside.Itsnapssurfboardsliketoothpicks
while delivering punishing wipeouts of severe consequence.When a surfer paddles out at Sunset for his heat,
he is not competing against three other surfers, but against the very ocean itself.
Sunset’s long, racing walls appeal to surfers who can lay down smooth, powerful arcs and gouges in the most
critical part of the wave. It also rewards those who can successfully negotiate the West Bowl barrel. The new
generation of young surfers is drawing on decades of bravado and power surfing and is raising the bar at Sunset to set a new stage for progressive surfing.
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“Whoa, Pipe... I’ve grown up watching the wave. I’ve surfed out there in pretty much every
condition there could possibly be, from half-a-foot to as big as it gets. Surfing it so much
you learn that you can never trust it, you can never get too comfortable out there. As soon
as you get too comfortable, the next thing you know, you’re going over the falls and you’re
like, ‘Oh, God! What have I done now?’ There’s so many times I’ve felt comfortable, but
then I’ll get a little tap on the reef and it reminds me to get back and get focused. You just
can’t get too comfortable out there because it’s a heavy, heavy wave.” —John John Florence

The Billabong Pipe Masters is the quintessential event in professional surfing and Pipeline is the Holy Grail
of waves by which all others are measured. The third and final jewel in the Vans Triple Crown of Surfing, the
Pipe Masters is one of the longest running events in professional surfing, even pre-dating the Triple Crown
by more than a decade.
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Breaking just 75 yards off the beach, Pipeline is at once a surfer’s ultimate dream and worst nightmare. It
has claimed the lives of more surfers than any other famous break. The beach tremors as waves detonate on
Pipeline’s extremely shallow reef and spectators can literally feel the energy of the ocean and the precarious
tension as a surfer drops into one of Pipeline’s hollow, grinding lefts. Any wipeout at Pipeline is a bad one,
no matter how big the surf, and the consequences are serious—from injury to death. At Pipeline, it’s all about
getting barreled, so the bigger the tube and deeper the rider, the bigger the risk, the better the score.
Pipeline is also the nexus for the evolution of the sport. In the early ’80s, Simon Anderson proved the utility
of the tri-fin surfboard, his own invention, in the big, powerful surf. The fin set-up changed surfboard design
and performance, a paradigm to this day. Kelly Slater also brought change to the surf world in the early ’90s
at Pipeline by making a habit of going right during competition surfing Backdoor, Pipeline’s twisted twin. A
racing, draining barrel that often closes out, Slater proved that riding shorter surfboards and taking off late
under the lip was a recipe for success in the lineup. Seeking out the tricky Backdoor barrels opened up the
playing field at Pipeline and signaled a new era in how these waves are surfed in competition.
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ASP World Tour Surfers
Heitor Alves Brazil
DOB: April 3, 1982
2011 World Ranking: 18th

Adam Melling Australia
DOB: March 29, 1985
2011 World Ranking: 26th

Kolohe Andino United States
DOB: March 22, 1994
2012 Rookie

Raoni Monteiro Brazil
DOB: May 7, 1982
2011 World Ranking: 29th

Jadson Andre Brazil
DOB: March 13, 1990
2011 World Ranking: 23rd

Alejo Muniz Brazil
DOB: February 22, 1990
2011 World Ranking: 10th

Michel Bourez Tahiti
DOB: December 30, 1985
2011 World Ranking: 6th

Yadin Nicol Australia
DOB: November 16, 1985
2012 Rookie

Adrian Buchan Australia
DOB: September 21, 1982
2011 World Ranking: 16th

Kai Otton Australia
DOB: December 16, 1979
2011 World Ranking: 26th

Taj Burrow Australia
DOB: June 2, 1978
2011 World Ranking: 4th

Joel Parkinson Australia
DOB: April 10, 1981
2011 World Ranking: 2nd

Willian Cardoso Brazil
DOB: February 8, 1986

Fredrick Patacchia
United States, Hawaii
DOB: December 15, 1981
2011 World Ranking: 24th

Adriano De Souza Brazil
DOB: February 13, 1987
2011 World Ranking: 5th

Dusty Payne
United States, Hawaii
DOB: December 27, 1988
2011 World Ranking: 32nd

Bede Durbidge Australia
DOB: February 23, 1983
2011 World Ranking: 16th

Kieren Perrow Australia
DOB: January 1, 1977
2011 World Ranking: 15th

Mick Fanning Australia
DOB: June 13, 1981
2011 World Ranking: 11th

Tiago Pires Portugal
DOB: March 13, 1980
2011 World Ranking: 23rd

John John Florence
United States, Hawaii
DOB: November 18, 1992
2011 World Ranking: 34th

Miguel Pupo Brazil
DOB: November 19, 1991
2011 World Ranking: 36th

Jeremy Flores France
DOB: April 27, 1988
2011 World Ranking: 13th
Patrick Gudauskas United States
DOB: November 20, 1985
2011 World Ranking: 33rd
CJ Hobgood United States
DOB: July 6, 1979
2011 World Ranking: 31st

Brett Simpson United States
DOB: January 5, 1985
2011 World Ranking: 19th
Kelly Slater United States
DOB: February 11, 1972
2011 World Ranking:
ASP World Champion
Jordy Smith South Africa
DOB: February 11, 1988
2011 World Ranking: 7th

Damien Hobgood United States
DOB: July 6, 1979
2011 World Ranking: 13th

Matt Wilkinson Australia
DOB: September 29, 1988
2011 World Ranking: 20th

Josh Kerr Australia
DOB: March 29, 1984
2011 World Ranking: 8th

Julian Wilson Australia
DOB: November 8, 1988
2011 World Ranking: 9th

Taylor Knox United States
DOB: May 15, 1971
2011 World Ranking: 21st

Owen Wright Australia
DOB: January 16, 1990
2011 World Ranking: 3rd

Travis Logie South Africa
DOB: May 11, 1979
2011 World Ranking: 30th
Gabriel Medina Brazil
DOB: December 22, 1993
2011 World Ranking: 12th

www.aspworldtour.com
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